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Abstract: The industrial internet depends on the development of cloud computing, artificial
intelligence, and big data analysis. Intelligent fusion is dependent on the architecture and security
features of the industrial internet. Firstly, the paper studies the infrastructure mode that needs to be
solved urgently in the industrial internet and provides a possible infrastructure mode and related
security evaluation system. Secondly, it analyses the digital transformation process with the case of
G.E.’s industrial nternet development practice. It clarifies that G.E. is forming a new value
closed-loop through digital and strategy mixed channels. Thirdly, industrial internet security research
is described within multiple viewpoints based on industrial internet applications, the security service
and security assurance defense system’s architecture, and the non-user entrance probability model.
Finally, the paper illustrates the changes in knowledge workflow and social collaboration caused by
the industrial internet under intelligent manufacture.
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1.

Introduction
With the rapid development of the global industrial economy, artificial intelligence, the Internet
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of Things, cloud computing, and other new information technologies are gradually integrated with
modern industrial technology. Otherwise, data intelligence is closely related to the Internet and causes
the upgrading and transformation of an industrial system, namely the industrial internet. In 2012,
General Electric (G.E.) released the report “Industrial Internet: breaking the boundary between
thinking and machine.” It called the industrial internet “the third wave” of innovation and change. It
first proposed production equipment and its integration and advocated using the Internet and big
industrial data to improve its quality and services. From the perspective of production technology,
based on an open and global network, which shows a positive effect on the industrial internet. Its
essence is to connect equipment, personnel, and data analysis, integrate relevant information
processes, and realize intelligent manufacturing by driving production equipment management
through closed-loop data. From the perspective of industrial technology development, the industrial
internet is the specific result of integrating and developing the global industrial system, advanced
computing, and big data analysis. It promotes the intelligent transformation of the global industrial
structure system and causes the rapid development of intellectual production and industrial network
systems. At present, the industrial internet has been widely used in petrochemical, household
appliances, energy, machinery, and other manufacturing-based industries.
According to China’s industrial internet data in 2017, the total scale of China’s industrial
internet market has reached 470.91 billion yuan, with an average annual compound growth rate of
more than 13%. By 2025, its industrial-scale will exceed 10 trillion yuan [1,2]. Because of the
current situation and prospect of industrial internet development, the Ministry of Information
Technology issued the “industrial internet platform construction and promotion guide”, which laid
the policy foundation and overall implementation plan for the strategic development of industrial
internet. Around the future development direction of the industrial internet, the United States took the
lead in proposing the concept of “advanced manufacturing”. Likewise, Germany also proposed the
concept of “industry 4.0”. In this condition, Industry 4.0 focuses on improving mass productivity and
performance by providing intelligence between devices and applications using machine learning
(ML). A recent study by Maddikunnta provided survey-based new concepts and definitions of
Industry 5.0 from the perspective of different industry practitioners and researchers. They highlight
several research challenges and open issues that should be further developed to realize Industry 5.0 [3].
Subsequently, China also proposed the development plan of “made in China 2025”.
Although the specific development strategies of different countries are different, the core is to
promote the manufacturing industry’s transformation and upgrading. Combined with the new
generation of information technology and the significant industrial internet architecture, it enables
the intelligent upgrading of equipment and the green environmental protection upgrading of process
materials. Its essence is to form an effective ecological network system through the interconnection
of data and industrial networks to realize the integration of intelligent manufacturing and
industrialization and continuously promote industrial internet development to protect Internet
architecture security. However, past decades have witnessed increased industrial systems and
equipment newly connecting to the industrial internet. On the one hand, the traditional closed
industrial network has been challenging to meet the needs of intelligent connections. Therefore, the
industrial links need to adjust the original Internet architecture; on the other hand, the industrial
internet system realizes various industrial components through the network interconnection
information sharing among industrial systems. Simultaneously, the effective collaboration also
exposes the production data, process, and other elements in the network, leading to targeted attacks
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by hackers, affecting product production. Therefore, it is urgent to pay attention to the industrial
internet’s overall system architecture from the system level to improve its robustness and security.
Therefore, this paper needs to solve the following problems:
1) How to build a useful industrial internet infrastructure model?
2) How to use the industrial internet architecture to solve security issues and privacy issues.
This assay shows a detailed industrial internet infrastructure model. In fact, it is divided into
four layers: industry layer, business layer, application layer, and capability layer. The industry layer
is focused on the macro perspective of the overall digital transformation of the industry. The business,
application, and capability layers focus on the micro perspective of the digital transformation of
enterprises. With this infrastructure model, the enterprises can adjust their business structure and
have the ability to improve their competitiveness following the general direction of industrial digital
transformation. Our contribution is to prove that the core of the industrial internet is to form
data-driven wisdom based on comprehensive interconnection. Network, data, and security are the
common foundation and support of industry and the internet.
2.

Infrastructure model of industrial internet

2.1.Concept and connotation of industrial internet
Industrial internet is a kind of industrial intelligent information infrastructure formed by
integrating and connecting big data, analytical tools, physical wireless networks, industrial
equipment, or applying meta-level network functions to distributed systems. It has rich connotation:
1) From the component elements: the industrial internet closely connects information, people, and
equipment, realizes the parallel development of the process through data exchange, synchronously
reflects the equipment status, controls the equipment action in real-time, accurately optimizes the
operation efficiency, and realizes the business objectives and social values. Compared with the
ordinary Internet of Things, the users can apply industrial internet in many standard fields,
including wearable devices, connected cars, vehicles, smart homes, smart retail, health monitoring,
smart city, etc. These applications can bring significant social life changes by building a complex
and perfect system.
2) From the perspective of technology development: the development of the industrial internet
depends on big data technology, software integration technology, automation technology, intelligent
production technology, etc. through platform integration, a distance free communication mode is
constructed, which makes the production process safer and more efficient, produces new applications
and services, and produces new business models and new economic types.
3) From the value dimension of the industrial internet, the industrial internet takes the underlying
intelligent equipment as the system architecture foundation, realizes the integration of information
elements and production factors through the system integration and intellectual perception, and
promotes the realization of manufacturing enterprise value. Noteworthy that the industrial internet is
an integrated processing and analysis platform for industrial cloud and big data. The industrial
internet is a new model for the intelligent industry. It includes intelligent production control,
intelligent operation decision optimization, the authentic connection between consumer demand and
production and manufacturing, ultimately realizing intellectual production, network coordination,
personalized customization, and service-oriented extension of products.
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2.2. Research progress of industrial internet
From the perspective of control and analysis, the development of the industrial internet needs to
speed up the acquisition, research, and visualization of external data [4] and realize the industrial
system’s architecture and intelligent production of products through data connection. The industrial
internet industry alliance proposed that the basic architecture of the industrial internet mainly
includes edge layer, platform layer, and platform application layer around the industrial internet
system. Each level can be composed of relevant framework systems, including development service
framework, deployment and operation service framework, model-driven unified service framework,
business framework, connection computing structure framework, etc. Given the related network
energy consumption problem, Wang Kun [5] proposed an energy-saving architecture consisting of an
aware entity domain, a smooth service hosting network, a cloud server, and user applications.
Similarly, Liu Deng [6] designs the basic framework of an intelligent factory system based on edge
computing and discusses critical technical issues such as data fusion, configuration, security, etc. It
gives the design scheme of corresponding subsystems. Besides, Lin SW proposed a reference
architecture for the industrial internet and submitted future challenges, including security and privacy
issues, interoperability, reliability, adaptability, data sharing, and it & or integration [7]. Gilchrist
proposed that the key to optimizing industrial internet architecture is intelligent control of the data
fusion layer [8]. Unlike the pure technical model framework, M. Iivari [9] proposed a business model
framework for understanding value dynamics. The framework is an industrial internet framework
obtained from the perspective of the life cycle and ecosystem configuration.
There are many potential risks in the application of the industrial internet. Among them, A.
Sadeghi et al. clarified the dangers brought by industrial internet security data and privacy-sensitive
data and proposed that externally directed attacks against industrial control systems may cause
physical damage to the whole system [10]. Given this security risk, Z. Li et al. Built a secure energy
trading system based on energy blockchain using joint blockchain technology, which significantly
improved the system’s security [11]. Due to blockchain technology’s security characteristics, to build
a more secure industrial control platform system, A. Bahga and V. K. Madiseti [12] proposed using
platform blockchain technology to create a pilot platform, strengthening the scattered network
connection points and improving the network security coefficient. With the wide application of
industrial internet technology, the existing industrial internet needs a new architecture. Therefore, J.
Q. Li [13] proposed using 5C architecture to describe the industrial internet system in the
improvement of its security technology and overall performance.
From the development practice of industrial internet, industrial internet has been widely used in
many different industries. For example, M. S. Hossain and Muhammad have studied the importance
of Internet of things technology combined with medical devices and sensors in the next generation of
the medical and health industry and proposed a health detection framework for professional health
information acquisition by storing data in the cloud through mobile devices and sensors [14]. H.
Wang proposed to apply the industrial internet computing system to the navigation field to improve
the ship operation efficiency [15]. Besides, technology is widely used in the intelligent nonferrous
metal industry [16]. The enterprises have applied the industrial internet for intelligent manufacturing.
In a recent study, Liu Hongwei analyzed the key evaluation technologies such as widely connected
low-power accurate measurement, network performance optimization, and large-scale node network
reliability to propose an optimized intelligent manufacturing technology scheme [17]. Notably, the
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industrial internet is a practical application of the Internet of things in the industrial environment,
fully explaining the digital industry’s deep integration and the entire industry [18]. Therefore, using
industrial internet-related technologies, the virtual and natural worlds will seamlessly connect and
interact and improve the intelligent degree of production [19]. This technology enables enterprises to
quickly respond to the industrial production cycle and achieve new industrial growth by increasing
production capacity, creating new hybrid business models, and promoting product transformation
with intelligent technology [20,21]. Recently, Mothukuri et al. provided a comprehensive study
concerning federated learning’s security and privacy aspects. They prove that the most specific
security threats currently are communication bottlenecks, poisoning, and backdoor attacks, while
inference-based attacks are the most critical to the privacy of federated learning [22]. Likewise,
Wang et al. propose a novel pairing-free certificateless scheme that utilizes the state-of-the-art
blockchain technique and intelligent contract to construct a novel, reliable and efficient CLS scheme.
Their security analysis holds more reliable security assurance with less computation and
communication costs than other related schemes [23].
In short, the existing industrial internet system construction, security and privacy issues, and
intelligent optimization have achieved good results. However, the industrial internet architecture
systems of different industries and different enterprises often show distinct characteristics. It has not
analyzed the typical features of different industrial internet architecture types and how to conduct
targeted security measures to improve system security.
2.2.Infrastructure and application of industrial internet
The industrial internet has been widely used in many fields, including smart retail, smart
healthcare, smart city, intelligent manufacturing, intelligent oil and gas exploitation, etc. Otherwise,
it has a profound impact on these fields. It has brought about changes in the quality of life,
operational efficiency, application, and service, resulting in new business models and new economic
types. From the perspective of industrial internet infrastructure, the industrial internet of different
enterprise types generally includes four basic levels: edge layer, IAAs layer (infrastructure as a
service), PAAS layer (platform as service), and SaaS layer (software as service). The edge layer is
mainly used for equipment access, edge data processing, and protocol analysis. IAAs layer is
primarily used for cloud infrastructure architecture, including server and network storage,
virtualization, etc. PAAS layer mainly involves the construction of industrial microservice
component library, industrial data modeling and analysis, industrial big data system, resource
deployment, and general PAAS platform management. The SaaS layer mainly includes the business
operation process of production, management, service design, and the application innovation process
of equipment status analysis and supply chain analysis. Thus, these four levels regulate the direct
contact between nodes and work nodes in distinct organizational structures through effective cluster
control. From the perspective of the information network, the industrial internet platform is the
“operating system” of the new industrial system and the resource gathering carrier for enterprises to
carry out socialized system production.
The industrial internet has realized the synchronous evolution of information space and physical
space through cluster control nodes. Moreover, the effective scheduling of different work nodes is carried
out through the intermediate cluster control node. Likewise, the industrial process’s self-perception,
self-analysis, liberalization, and self-processing can be identified. The industrial internet platform
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involves a series of practical problems, such as access to various industrial equipment, massive data
modeling and processing, industrial application innovation, and integration. It puts forward new
technology requirements on platform database management, including industrial modeling and analysis
technology, application development and microservice technology, and security technology.
For this reason, there are several critical technical challenges in the industrial internet:
confidentiality and privacy; Interactivity; security; reliability and shock resistance; compatibility of
the Internet of Things; and data sharing ability. Finally, suppliers’ coordination and unification,
intelligent factories/intelligent manufacturing, customer groups, and logistics are formed. The
specific architecture is shown in Figure 1.
From the perspective of industrial internet applications, the industrial internet platform has
become the hub of the real economy’s whole factor connection, the center of resources, and the core
control area of intelligent manufacturing. Industrial internet construction aims to carry out smart
integration and data sharing, solve the interaction requirements of the general architecture framework
by making different levels, and facilitate enterprises to develop various operational service systems.
The first layer is to create a data layer based on data acquisition and transmission, including data
analysis and collaboration, cloud security protection, etc., including cloud security, cloud storage, and
big data. The cloud security system can strengthen the network and data protection and improve the
system’s safety factor. Through cloud storage, this data layer can improve the overall data storage
capacity and backup capacity of the industrial internet; through the big data system, this data layer can
make the data processing and analysis more robust and realize intelligent manufacturing. Noteworthy
that the data layer is the fundamental layer. The second layer is the modeling layer of data processing
and management with data analysis and processing as the core, including the data processing system,
the intelligent management system, and the customized service system. The data processing system
mainly completes intelligent data processing, analysis, and collaborative manufacturing. Otherwise, the
intelligent management system especially carries out intelligent data management, process
management, customer relationship management for industrial internet, and other data.
In contrast, the customized service system mainly carries out minor batch customization, highly
customized, and on-demand production design. In this layer, the intelligent management system
directly links to the other two systems. The industrial internet always delivers all related processing
data to the third layer. Additionally, the third layer controls the intelligent control system Use layer,
including the production control system and customer feedback system. The production control
system is mainly used for production control, process optimization, and the complete process control
of intelligent production. In contrast, the customer feedback system realizes the intelligent demand
matching between customers and the market and on-demand production (Figure 1).
From the perspective of intelligent industrial development, the industrial internet will build
three optimizations closed loops based on network, data, and security. The first is the closed-loop for
machine and equipment operation optimization. Its core is to realize the dynamic optimization and
adjustment of machines and equipment and build intelligent machines and flexible production lines
based on the real-time perception and edge calculation of machine operation data and production
environment data. The second is the closed-loop for production and operation optimization. Its core
is the integrated processing and big data modeling analysis of information system data,
manufacturing execution system data, and control system data to realize the dynamic optimization
and adjustment of production and operation management and form the intelligent production model
under various scenarios. The third is the closed-loop for enterprise collaboration, user interaction,
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and product service optimization. Its core is to realize the innovation of enterprise resource organization
and business activities based on the comprehensive integration and analysis of supply chain data, user
demand data, product service data, and form new models such as networked collaboration, personalized
customization, and service extension. Through the flow of information between different levels, the
overall synergy of the industrial internet is affected. Data protection becomes more difficult due to the
complexity of data types and flow paths, especially with new formats such as service-oriented extension
and personalized customization. Further requirements are put forward for the industrial internet’s security
capability. Therefore, the security risk assessment system constructs as follows: three scale methods are
used to compare the importance of industrial internet security indicators.

Figure 1. Framework diagram of hierarchical and hierarchical system infrastructure of
intelligent industrial internet.
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All the factors in criterion level A, level indicators P considered are being scored, and we can
obtain the analytical matrix as follows.
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the largest eigenvalue of A, and W is considered as the corresponding eigenvalue of
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is deemed as the single weight of elements after calculation.
Then, we can perform the consistency test of judgment matrix A with the equation:
C. I. =
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According to the random index table with distinct order. We can obtain the consistency ratio
with the following equation.
C. R. =

..
..

(5)

When C. R. < 0.1 , the consistency of matrix A is acceptable, whereas C. R. ≥ 0.1 , the
consistency of matrix A needs rectification.
Finally, the total order of hierarchy is performed, which means the sum of multiplication
between each element in the judgment matrix and the weight in each corresponding layer (excluding
the target layer).
According to the above model, the risk assessment index system of the industrial internet is
constructed. Each index’s corresponding weight at different levels is established, which finally
provides the basis for the industrial internet’s security risk prediction.
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3.

Industrial internet security system and security mechanism

3.1.Content of industrial internet security architecture
According to the Ministry of information technology statistics, the total number of industrial
internet platforms with industry influence in China has exceeded 50 by the end of 2018. The number
of industrial internet industry alliance members has surpassed 1,000 and the average number of
equipment connected to key platforms has reached 590,000. On the one hand, a large number of
interconnected devices improve network complexity and application efficiency. On the other hand,
with the increasing access devices of the network platform, the traditional security architecture based
on the boundary is difficult to adapt to the rapid development of intelligent industrial internet. This
result requires a new understanding of security architecture technology:
1) From the industrial application perspective, industrial internet security focus should focus on
mobility of intelligent manufacture production’s reliability and security duction.
2) From the standpoint of security service architecture, the Internet security system should be
replanned. Additionally, the appropriate protective equipment and facilities of “zero trust security
architecture” should be deployed. The firm should establish a dynamic and credible access control
authorization mechanism. to ensure that the industrial internet can have continuous serviceability and
prevent substantial data leakage.
3) From the security construction system’s perspective, industrial internet security should focus on
architecture security, network security, connection data security, application control security, etc. Its
core is to reduce the corresponding attack risk by building a multi-level information security defense
system to ensure system security in each technical framework area.
3.2.Industrial internet security risk content
The essence of industrial internet security includes system architecture security, network
security, and IT/OT system security. Architecture security means protecting the entire architecture
system, including the intelligent facilities, chip sensing system, and operating system. Besides that,
these architecture protections are directly related to the multi-level structure of the industrial internet.
Otherwise, network security refers to protecting network signal connections associated with the
industrial internet to prevent abnormal access. The security of the IT/OT system mainly includes
IT/OT integrated security defense. Different O.T. (operation technology) environments are relatively
closed. General communication protocols are primarily private, and the difficulty coefficient of
secure communication is high. In particular, there are many security loopholes in the external
connection equipment of industrial internet, including specific industrial control equipment, wireless
access equipment, and essential network equipment. Once used by attackers, it will seriously affect
the reliable operation of equipment and network quality. This work is similar to a previous study on
securing cloud computing environments used in the Internet of Things (IoT) [24].
The current network security risks are mainly divided into illegal access risks; operation and
maintenance control risk, misoperation command risk, risk of remote transmission, malicious code
risk, network intrusion attack risk, etc. Besides, due to the in-depth integration of O.T. and its
industrial internet environment, the boundary between them is relatively fuzzy. Due to the increased
interconnected equipment in the production and operation environment, it is easier to expose more
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attack points. It may suffer from different types of space physical attacks. For example, the
Maroochy water pump service system in Australia was attacked in 2000, making the whole dam
system face the condition that the water pump could not work typically, and the alarm system
collapsed. This situation is further aggravated by the communication loss between the intermediate
computer and various pumping stations.
Similarly, the long-range cyber attacks on German steel companies in 2014 and the resulting
damage to the Ukrainian energy network were also due to the network connection data’s damage.
Connection data security mainly refers to the production management data, external operation data,
and user-related data of an intelligent production system. These intelligent data will decline products’
production efficiency and market competitiveness under external attack. We need to prevent the risk
of enterprise data leakage and strengthen the security guarantee. Accordingly, we set up perfect
enterprise data sharing and open application rules as soon as possible and improve data security
protection according to law. Application control security mainly refers to the intelligent production
control system’s security, including related control platforms, control protocol, and control software.
Once the outside attacks the application control system, industrial production will suffer huge losses.
3.3.Industrial internet security protection mechanism
Industrial internet security and external equipment connection, network technology architecture,
intelligent manufacturing, platform operation, and other links are the main threat from the
transmission of information attacks. Information attacks mainly include mass attacks and targeted
attacks. The mass attack primarily targets an uncertain link in the industrial internet data layer. In
contrast, a directional attack targets any specific weak link in the three-tier architecture of the
industrial internet. Therefore, it is not only for enterprises to solve this problem but also for system
integrators, government departments, and other external forces to jointly improve system security
and defense capability. The core is to build a complete active defense system, strengthen the
monitoring and evaluation of the system, comprehensively enhance the safety awareness of managers,
build a unified safety operation and maintenance management platform, and build a perfect “Trinity”
comprehensive protection technology system before, during and after the event (Figure 2).
Take the industrial internet system as a whole and use various defense technologies to improve
the system’s transmission security comprehensively.
1) The first defense system of the industrial internet is the pre-defense system of external attack.
Through the firewall, I.D. authentication, digital encryption technology, public key technology, and
other technologies to establish an effective, trusted mechanism to strengthen the security of data
sources, and through the real-time monitoring system to monitor abnormal data, timely perceive the
security situation and determine the security risk level, and do an excellent job in defense.
2) The second defense system of the industrial internet is to build a defense system in an external
attack. On the one hand, intrusion detection (IDS) technology, honeypot technology, and other
technologies are used to identify attacks from outside in time and monitor external network attack
nodes. On the other hand, we use a cloud platform and machine learning technology to build an
effective information exchange system and establish a real-time vulnerability defense and security
risk processing system for specific functional modules.
3) The construction of the third defense system is the defense system of forensics after an external
attack. According to the daily network transmission of relevant data, the system log logs’ timely
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audit records each system’s access and operation to identify the industrial control system’s security.
Besides, the system behavior technology can be used to timely feedback and understand some
abnormal behaviors of the whole system after the operation, to timely repair the system
vulnerabilities to improve the safety factor.

Figure 2. Industrial internet security architecture.
Suppose μ is the probability of external users and the variable
considers being the
probability of external illegal users filtered out by the pre-defense system. Moreover, the variable
considers being the probability of external illicit users filtered out by the incident defense system.
Finally, the variable
defines as the probability that the post defense system filters out the external
illegal users. Then there are two types of external users entering the system after filtering: the
possibility is the probability of legitimate external users (1 - ξ) entering the system in proportion
= μ(1 − ξ)(1 −

)；

(6)

The probability of an illegal external user entering the system is as follows:
= μξ(1 −

)(1 −

) (1 −

)

(7)

Consider μ = 0.7, ξ = 0.2, = 0.05, = 0.05, we can obtain the following simulation with
the changes of
and
(Figure 3). The red curve shows the changes in the probability of an illegal
external user entering the system. Whereas the blue curve shows the changes in the probability of a
legal external user entering the system. From the model, it is evident that the probability of legitimate
external users is gradually increasing. However, the probability of an illegal external user entering the
system is decreasing rapidly. That means the defense system is quite critical for the industrial internet.
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Figure 3. Probability of legal users and illegal users entering the defense system.
According to the model, after the three-tier defense system, the entry probability of illegal users
is significantly reduced, while legitimate users’ entry probability increases considerably. Also, the
safety supervision system needs an effective operation. The firm should establish a sound safety
system and risk management system. It needs to frequently speed up the research and development
of safety core technology, improve and promote a multi-level safety risk supervision system. Our
work shows some differences from a recent study. Their work presents a novel security framework
for the message queue transport telemetry (MQTT) protocol based on publish/subscribe message
order to enhance secure and privacy-friendly Internet of Things services. Their work relates to the
light cryptographic schemes [25].
4.

Case analysis of industrial internet–G.E. company

From the production practice, the development of the industrial internet has its internal reasons.
Among them, a traditional manufacturing system’s product design and product service are relatively
out of touch with users’ needs. Otherwise, the conventional manufacturing system has an insufficient
perception of the production process. It isn’t easy to reflect the deep dynamic characteristics of the
physical process in the production process. On the other hand, it is difficult to accurately describe the
manufacturing system due to its lack of accuracy. Industrial automation is a relatively conservative
field from the development process, and the higher reliability of an infinite network often exceeds
the complexity of unlimited connection. Wireless network sensors, time-sensitive networks,
industrial software-defined networks, and related identification resolution systems have also become
essential research fields. G.E.’s industrial internet development has gone through two stages: the first
stage, through localization and expansion, G.E. has built several software departments, which has
promoted the development of I.T. technology in enterprises. Then, its technology and platform layer
applications are linked.
In the second stage, G.E. needs to redesign the business process based on the foundation and
redesign the business network for the industrial internet. In the future, the development of G.E.’s
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industrial internet will go through the third stage, redefining the business scope based on the
industrial internet to help Ge become a solution-oriented organization to connect with employees,
customers, and shareholders effectively. The development of the industrial internet represented by
G.E. is going through the third stage. It carries out the overall enterprise digital architecture with
cloud computing. Otherwise, G.E. shows digitization technology characteristics with big data
analysis. Later, it forms a new value closed loop through the hybrid drive of digital and process.
Therefore, G.E. company takes the lead in proposing the application data ring elements of industrial
internet to drive the data flow process (Figure 4):
1) equipped industrial machines;
2) data extraction and storage of special devices;
3) industrial internet system construction;
4) machine algorithm and data analysis;
5) big data analysis;
6) data visualization of remote centers;
7) data sharing between target groups and machines;
8) objects It connects with the artificial network and the intelligent flow of data.
This process has laid a practical foundation for the development of the industrial internet.

Figure 4. Data ring element driven process model of G.E. industrial internet.
Besides, G.E. has built four cloud computing centers to monitor and analyze all G.E. products
every day. Through prefix, an open platform, we aimed to create an ecological strategy of the
data-driven platform and pay attention to the coordination among all levels to prevent various
internal and external risks. Finally, G.E. can effectively realize intelligent equipment. Through
brilliant data analysis, it directly connects the equipment data with the network, and the operation
results are timely analyzed and uploaded to the cloud. Then, the cloud server and user app software
are combined to realize the intelligent flow of data. The enterprise’s intelligent manufacturing mainly
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includes two aspects: one is lean, and the other is intelligent manufacturing. The modeling and
application layers framework cooperates with domestic manufacturers and universities to strengthen
production, teaching, and research projects, including applying robot and artificial intelligence
technology to intelligent production.
On the other hand, it constructs a digital transformation to form an effective supply chain
ecosystem through the combination of upstream and downstream to achieve data sharing and
information transparency mechanisms. For example, G.E. has a wind power department. By
installing sensors on each wind turbine blade, the wind speed, wind speed, temperature, etc., of the
wind turbine are nearly 100.
The wind power increases up to 4% by data acquisition, analysis, and wind turbine blade
adjustment by wind turbine. In general, through lean, intelligent manufacturing and digital
transformation, the cost and benefit of G.E. are optimized, the manufacturing process is shorter and
faster, and the speed iteration is strengthened, which plays a role in promoting the industry.
5.

Research conclusions and prospect

The proportion of the global digital economy in GDP increases rapidly, and the digital economy is
expanding from consumption to manufacturing. The new industrial internet format based on intelligent
manufacturing has become a new thrust for industrial development and product innovation [26,27]. In
the future, the digital transformation of the industrial internet will further accelerate the fourth
industrial revolution, and 5G communication network facilities will become critical supporting assets
for developing the industrial internet[28]. High-speed mobile internet will realize the all-around
interconnection of people, machines, and materials, promote efficient allocation of relevant
manufacturing resources, and promote artificial intelligence, mobile internet, big data, and the real
economy. To promote industrial quality reform. Through the industrial internet to realize the
intelligent factory, speed up the real-time monitoring of the market, make an accurate judgment on
the market orders, and finally realize the interconnection and optimization of production,
manufacturing, management, and enterprises. This study shows that: first, different types of
enterprises need to build a multi-level industrial internet infrastructure including edge layer, IAAs
layer, PAAS layer, and SaaS layer and do not need to use cloud computing, big data, and other
technologies to integrate and interconnect the industrial data of relevant production data and
processes, to improve the effectiveness of intelligent manufacturing. Second, enterprises need to
build a complete pre-, in-process, and post-event defense security system in the data, modeling, and
application layers to effectively improve industrial internet security for potential targeted attacks.
Therefore, the future industrial internet will be improved and developed in many aspects: first,
enhance perception depth. For example, the hydrogen plant in the “intelligent process manufacturing”
program in the United States can model, analyze, and adjust the temperature field in real-time
through multi-channel camera sensing. Second, enhance the scope of interconnection. For example,
the German “digital factory” project integrates product design, planning, trial production, and mass
production to form a digital factory and fully form process interconnection. Third, enhance the
predictability of analysis. For example, the “knowledge dependence project” in Europe dynamically
adjusts the production target according to the prediction analysis model. The next decade needs an
expectation to develop into distributed manufacturing, collaborative manufacturing processes,
and collaborative manufacturing capabilities in the future. The industrial production and
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knowledge production processes require integration to form the knowledge workflow’s automatic
operation (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Flow diagram of intelligent knowledge workflow.
We can use digital integration to the resource allocation in the precision medicine and
manufacturing industry. In the workflow, the task allocation model should be improved, including
the unified service, access interface basic service layer (service container, cluster, configuration item,
cache), the core algorithm processing, extra services, and others. The unified service access interface
includes organization role adaptation, flow control adaptation, and integrated service interface. The
firms can complete service expansion through intelligent sensor port, including pre-filtering model,
dynamic preprocessing, assembly processing, action/event response, and conditional branch
calculation. Likewise, the firms can also complete the service configuration by intelligent control
adaptation of intelligent service port and competent services integration. That is to improve and
optimize the customer value process by optimizing the platform’s design, production, and
management model, forming a perfect industrial internet Ecosystem, and realizing the profound
reform of platform development subject, development content, and operation mechanism. In this
process, we will continue to promote the transformation of the business model. The firm can
construct the industrial ecological system with the new industrial technology. The firms should
accelerate product innovation. They need to improve the typical digital design of the products. In the
long run, it is helpful for social collaboration by the industrial internet.
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